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PDF-XChange Editor Plus comes with an advanced OCR engine that is more accurate, dynamic and
efficient than the default OCR engine in PDF-XChange Editor. The dictionary includes elements of six
thematic word profiles for searching, analyzing, creating and managing sources. Using the extended
context menu, the User can type the desired word and go to the search confirmation item. Thus, the
interpretation of the context request occurs on the fly, and not when re-accessing the text. If there are
several documents, however, a connection is established between them, which allows you to create
complex reports and carry out certain calculations. The package extension includes two applications:
eFiles and PeopleOnline, making it easy to manage a user's password and files when needed, no matter
where they are located and how little space they have. On average, it may take users five minutes to
enter an email address correctly. After entering the email address, the verification mode is activated. In
this mode, all content is edited and formatted. If the user's e-mail has not been verified, the system will
provide him with information about the privacy of his accounts. The program supports autocompletion,
including the most common file formats and statements in their various contexts: files only, with the
extension .csv, .txt, .html,,mht, .odt, .obt,,cbr, .cpp, .java, .pdf ,.ppt, mpt, .plt, HTML template text,
formatted PDF text (including those in accordance with the generally accepted Acrobat magazine style).
To create materials in the program, there are nine built-in templates. In addition, there are 52 photo
editors to choose from. For example, the user will be able to choose a graphics editor: Paint,
PhotoShop, Picasa, Corel Paint Shop, Print Journal 2, Windows Photo Editor, LAB, Paint Express,
Dreamweaver Page Maker, Power Point, Autodesk InDesign, Pages, Apple Pages and many others. You
can also select a responsive HTML image for slideshows or videos. The program has a built-in
screenshot editor that allows you to quickly take a screenshot of the screen or the entire disk. Imported
export of created screenshots in Flash format is also possible. In addition to custom editing
environment, the program also allows users to offer their own template
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